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Effect of GGA on the half-metallicity of the itinerant ferromagnet CoS2
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The half-metallicity of CoS2, important for its possible use in spintronic applications, is investigated by
means of density functional full-potential linearized augmented plane wave calculations within both the local
spin-density approximation~LSDA! and the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!. In contrast with
earlier and our own predictions employing the LSDA, we find that CoS2 is clearly half-metallic with use of the
GGA for the exchange-correlation functional. While the GGA induced modifications of the band structure are
significant, they are limited to only theeg↓ state which is responsible for producing the half-metallicity, while
leaving all other features the same as those obtained by LSDA. We address the recently measured reflectivity
spectra and rectify the assignments given for their underlying optical transitions.
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Recently, half-metallic ferromagnets are attracting
creasing attention since a high degree of spin polarizatio
expected for the conducting current, which is necessary
the new class of industrial applications—calle
‘‘spintronics.’’1,2 Pyrite-type CoS2, a ferromagnetic metal, is
receiving revived interest with a focus on its possib
half-metallicity.3–6 While the relatively lowTC of CoS2, 120
K, makes it difficult to exploit CoS2 for practical applica-
tions, it is still much higher than liquid-N2 temperature so
that CoS2 can be utilized as laboratory instrumen
Kirczenow6 proposed theoretically that an interface betwe
CoS2 and a semiconductor is a promising candidate for id
spin filters even if CoS2 is not half-metallic. Now, its pos-
sible half-metallicity may be seen to follow from a simp
consideration of its valence as Co21(S2)22 that gives a 3d7

electron configuration. Since the crystal field is so strong t
the 3d state is in the low-spin state with fully occupiedt2g

states:t2g
6 eg

1 (S51/2), only oneeg electron is responsible fo
the magnetism. If the occupation of theeg state in the meta
is restricted to the majority-spin state, then in this sim
picture, CoS2 is a half-metallic ferromagnet.

Although CoS2 has been extensively studied, there s
exists a contradiction about its electronic structure. Dyna
cal susceptibility measurements showed that CoS2 is classi-
fied as an itinerant ferromagnet.7 However, a magnetic form
factor analysis showed that the magnetic moment distr
tion is localized on the Co atoms.8 Photoemission spectros
copy showed slight spectral changes between the param
netic and ferromagnetic phases.3,9 Takahashi et al.3

interpreted this change with supposing that theeg↓ band is
partially filled in the ferromagnetic phase. On the other ha
Yamamotoet al.4 measured reflectivity spectra and foun
significant changes atTC ; from a fitting analysis, they con
cluded that CoS2 is half-metallic with theeg↓ state located
far aboveEF .

While several first-principles calculations based on the
cal spin-density approximation~LSDA! to density functional
theory have been attempted to study CoS2, none of them
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shows that it is half-metallic: A linear combination of atom
orbitals~LCAO! approach by Zhaoet al.10 showed that CoS2
just misses being half-metallic, i.e., a small portion of theeg↓
state is occupied. Using the linear muffin-tin orbital~LMTO!
method with the atomic sphere approximation, Yama
et al.11 argued that CoS2 is a normal metal whereas Kwo
et al.5 showed that it is nearly half-metallic in accordan
with the result by Zhaoet al.

To address the uncertainty among the first-principles c
culations and to examine the possible half-metallicity
CoS2, we performed band-structure calculations by t
highly precise full-potential linearized augmented pla
wave12 ~FLAPW! method. In addition to employing the
LSDA for the exchange-correlation~XC! functional, we ex-
amined the effect of the generalized gradient approxima
~GGA! correction. We show that the GGA greatly modifie
the band structure of CoS2 and results in a half-metallic
ground state. The origin of this change may be explained
terms of the anisotropic GGA correction to the XC potenti
which pushes up only theeg↓ state relevant to the half
metallicity.

For the calculations, we adopt the Hedin-Lundqv
parameterization13 for the LSDA XC functional and the GGA
formula of Perdewet al.14 Core states were treated fully rela
tivistically and valence states scalar relativistically. Muffi
tin ~MT! sphere radii were chosen to be 2.3 and 1.9 a.u.
Co and S, respectively. The cutoff of the plane-wave ba
was 12.3 Ry, producing about 830 plane waves and a s
function cutoff of 100 Ry. Spherical harmonics withl<8
were used inside the MT spheres. Thek-point summation
was performed by the tetrahedron method using 119k-points
in the irreducible wedge. The unit cell contains four Co
oms and eight S atoms, for which we have used the exp
mental lattice parameters,a55.524 Å andu50.389.15

The density of states~DOS! calculated within the LSDA
is displayed in Fig. 1. Molecular-orbital states, originatin
from the dimerization of S atoms, are seen at the dee
binding energy: 3ss ~bonding! and 3ss* ~antibonding!
states at216 and213 eV, respectively.S3p valence bands
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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are very broad and spread out between28 and 23 eV.
Around EF , there exist exchange-split Co 3d states. At
about 2 eV, 3ps* states of the S-S dimer are clearly see
We should mention differences with the LCAO and LMT
calculations which give deeper energy positions for
S-related occupied states than does the present FLAPW
culation by about 2 eV. Since the pyrite structure is far fro
close-packed and the packing fraction by the touch
spheres is only 43.5%,11 we believe it is crucial to treat the
interstitial region in a reasonable way—for instance, us
plane waves. In addition, the full-potential method is pref
able for a better description of the uniaxial S-S dimers.

Band dispersion16 aroundEF for the spin-up~majority!
state is shown in Fig. 2. Thet2g bands are narrow and fully
occupied. Theeg bands are relatively broad and well hybri
ized with theS3p states. The LSDA and GGA dispersion
are astonishingly identical with each other: only small ene
differences (,0.1 eV) are seen for thet2g and 3ps* bands.
The band dispersion for the spin-down~minority! state is
displayed in Fig. 3. With the LSDA@Fig. 3~a!#, a small elec-
tron pocket is formed around theR point ~indicated by
circles in the figure! that destroys the half-metallicity. Unlike
the case of the spin-up dispersion, the effect of the G
correction is dramatic@Fig. 3~b!#. Although the occupiedt2g
bands are not changed significantly, the unoccupiedeg-3p

FIG. 1. Spin-projected LSDA DOS. The shaded area repres
the Co 3d states.

FIG. 2. Majority-spin band dispersion by the~a! LSDA and~b!
GGA. Notation of high-symmetryk-points and lines is from Zhao
et al. ~Ref. 10!.
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hybridized bands and 3ps* bands are pushed up in energ
by between 0 and 0.3 eV.

The most prominent and enlightening change in Fig. 3
seen for the band indicated asL0 from R throughG. For a
clear comparison, we display the calculated LSDA and G
L0 bands in Fig. 4. Around theR point, the eigenvalue shifts
are quite large, about 0.3 eV, and its wave functions con
a lot of the Coeg component with a weight of about 80%
On the other hand, the eigenvalue shift atG is almost zero, 8
meV, and its wave function has no Co 3d character. Thus it
can be said that the effect of the GGA is very significant b
limited to only theeg↓ state.

In Fig. 5, the LSDA and GGA DOS’s are blown up ju
aroundEF . In the LSDA DOS, 0.006 electrons/CoS2 are
occupied in the spin-down state due to the electron-poc
formation seen in Fig. 3~a!. With the GGA, there is no spin
down DOS atEF : it is clearly half-metallic with the relevan
states pushed up by about 0.2 eV.

Now, let us raise a question: what is the origin of t
eigenvalue shift for theeg↓ state ? The GGA exchang
energy17 has an enhancement factor compared to the LSD
which is a function of the scaled density gradient given b

s5
u¹nu
2kFn

5
1

2~3p2!1/3

u¹nu

n4/3
, ~1!

wheren is the electron density of each spin. Ifs becomes
larger, the GGA can gain exchange energy. The s
consistent LSDA valence-electron density is plotted in F

ts FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for minority spin. See text for deta

FIG. 4. Comparison of the dispersion of the minorityL0 band
between the LSDA~solid line! and GGA~broken line!. See text for
details.
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6. A section of the~110! plane is shown, where we can se
both the Co-S bond and S-S dimerization. The spin-up d
sity n↑ contains, in addition to the fully occupiedt2g elec-
trons, a large number of theeg electrons whose wave func
tion is extended along the Co-S direction. Thusn↑ is quite
spherical around the Co nucleus and we can notice the
tribution of theeg electrons to the Co-S bond.

In the case of the LSDA spin-down density, however,
have only a feweg electrons so thatn↓ around the Co
nucleus is rather aspherical~close to thet2g symmetry! with
a strong depression along the Co-S direction. If we can ex
the small number ofeg↓ electrons from the occupied stat
the following changes are expected around the Co nucleu
the Co-S direction: theangulargradient ofn↓ @numerator of
Eq. ~1!# will be magnified with a more emphasized depre
sion ~completet2g symmetry!; n↓ will be smaller @denomi-

FIG. 5. DOS’s just aroundEF to examine the half-metallicity
calculated by the~a! LSDA and ~b! GGA. The shaded area repre
sents the Co 3d state.

FIG. 6. Contour map of the LSDA valence charge density p
ted in the~110! plane passing through both Co-S and S-S bonds:~a!
spin-up and~b! spin-down density. Successive contours are giv
by n0pm21 with n050.01 electron/a.u.,3 p51.4, and m
51,2, . . . ,10. Theframe height is equal to the lattice constant.
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nator of Eq.~1!# and consequently the scaled density gra
ent s will be larger. Thus a GGA modification for the spin
down state is expected along the Co-S bonding direction
order to exclude theeg↓ electrons and gain exchange energ

To confirm this reasoning, we plot in Fig. 7 the differen
of the XC potential,DVxc5Vxc

GGA2Vxc
LSDA , for the region of

the Co MT sphere. Here,Vxc
GGA was obtained by a single

iteration GGA calculation from the converged LSDA dens
~note that the inputs for calculatingVxc are the same for
LSDA and GGA!. For the spin-up state, the GGA correctio
is not significant. In the case of the spin-down state, ho
ever, theOh symmetry is emphasized by the GGA, and
especially strong repulsive potential for theeg state is
achieved in the large region that spreads to the neighborin
atoms. This is the origin of the eigenvalue shift for theeg↓
state which we have seen in Figs. 3 and 4. It should be no
that employing the full-potential method is essential in ord
to have such an anisotropic GGA modification as presen
in Fig. 7~b!.

-

n

FIG. 7. Contour map ofDVxc5Vxc
GGA2Vxc

LSDA for the Co atomic
region in the same plane as Fig. 6, for the~a! spin-up and~b!
spin-down state. Positive~full line! and negative~broken line! con-
tours are drawn at60.4, 60.6, 60.9, and61.35 eV. The frame
height is 4 a.u.

FIG. 8. GGA DOS’s for the~a! paramagnetic and~b! ferromag-
netic phases. Supposed optical transitions for the reflectivity spe
~Ref. 4! are indicated by arrows.
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We briefly mention the recently measured reflectiv
spectra, where significant spectral changes were observe
tween the paramagnetic~PM! and ferromagnetic~FM!
phases.4 Above TC , there are two peaks in the spectru
located at 1.6 and 3.4 eV, which were assigned to thet2g
2eg and t2g23p* optical transitions, respectively; thes
correspond well with the results of the present calculat
@See Fig. 8~a!#. BelowTC , the spectrum becomes broad wi
no clear peak. Yamamotoet al.4 performed a fitting analysis
and argued that there are two transitions: thet2g2eg transi-
tion in the spin-up channel at 1.5 eV followed by thet2g
23p* in the spin-down channel at 2.6 eV. This is strong
inconsistent with the expected transitions from our calcu
tion — below 2 eV, thet2g2eg transition should occur in
both spin channels~1.5 eV in the spin-down and 1.8 eV i
up! and there are in allat least fourtransitions@Fig. 8 ~b!#.
The broad spectral feature observed in the FM phase
originate from the spin-downt2g→eg transition since theeg↓
DOS remains relatively high well above threshold. In ad
tion, the spin-upeg→3p* transition ~not indicated in the
figure! might contribute to the observed broad spectral f
ture. Now, Yamamotoet al. assumed only two oscillato
strengths in the fitting procedure and this may be the m
Y.
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reason why they reached such a simplified, and hence, i
equate picture for the FM phase.

In conclusion, we have investigated the half-metallicity
CoS2 with highly precise first-principles FLAPW calcula
tions. The LSDA calculation shows that CoS2 just misses
being a half-metal in accordance with some of previo
calculations.5,10 With the GGA, however, it is clearly half-
metallic with only the eg↓ states pushed up in energ
Clearly, experimental investigations into the half-metallic
of CoS2 with the Andreev reflection technique18 are highly
desirable. The present result strongly contrasts with the G
implementation for the itinerant ferromagnet Fe, where
energetic stability among various structures is greatly
proved by the GGA while no significant change is seen
the DOS~the LSDA is good enough to give the correct ba
structure of Fe!.19 Although CoS2 is an itinerant ferromagnet
the GGA effect appears to be rather similar to those
strongly correlated transition-metal oxides.20,21

We thank W. Mannstadt, J. Medvedeva, Y. J. Zhao, and
Nakamura for assistance. Work was supported in part b
grant of HPC resources from the Arctic Region Superco
puting Center.
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